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N scale   1:160

The front framework
Should be folded to a sqare framework with the folding lines inside
- First, fold the both mounting loops upwards
- Fold the front support legs upwards and fold the framework to a ”box”
- Attach the supprt legs with a drop of glue

Plåten innehåller delar till två flakmopederThe fret contains parts for two mopeds

1.  Rear part - left side
2.  Rear part - right side
3.  Front framework
4.  Load space
5.  Parts for wheels and tyres 
6.  Bike seat

Remove the parts from the fret and grind down whats left of the pegs.
Let thw wheels (5) remain on the fret until they should be mounted.
The parts could be assembled with either Liquid Cyano glue or they could be soldered.

Assemble the two halves of the  rear part
- The halves should be attached with the “v” and “h” marked sides toghether
- (The folding line is unfortunately on the wrong side, but it works anyway)
- Fold the halfes of the petrol tanks and attach to the outer side
- On the left part, fold the motor upwards on the outer side.
- On the right part, fold the exhaust pipe and motor frontwards.
- Position the two halves carefully and put a drop of CA glue with a needle
  along the edges
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Flatbed and braces
- Fold the platform edges
- File down the sides if you want lower flatbed pages
- Attach the flatbed at the front framework
- Glue the front frameworks both rear braces against
   the central frame, just above the engine

Assemble the rear part to the front framework

- The guiding pin on the rear part shoul be thread through the two fasteing points.
  Check out so there is enough space in the openings for the guiding pin. 
  If not, use a small drill (0,3-0,4mm) to carefully widen the hole
 

 

Handle bar
- Twist the handle bar.

 

Saddle

Wheel and “tyres”

Seat
- Fold and glue / solder the two saddle parts.
- Fasten the seat of the saddle bracket,
It is a bit tricky and time-consuming job, a suggestion:
- Place the saddle with fixing the gap up
at the edge of a small box or the like.
- Dip the frame saddle mount in a drop of CA glue
- Press the saddle bracket to the mounting slot 
- Adjust the seat so that it is horizontal
Use more CA glue on the underside of the saddle 
to secure the saddle position.

Front wheels
Each wheel consists of two parts 
  which are glued together.
- First mount the inner wheel, with the small center hole.
- Then glue the  "Tyre part"  with the bigger hole outside.

Painting

- Motor and exhaust pipe                  - Not painted / silver
- Frames                                           -  Light gray
- Tyres and seat                                -  Black
- Loading space surface                   -  Greyish brown (masonite)
- Loading space sides, 
   Petrol tank and rear mudguard     - Blue / red / orange / dark gray
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